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Dear Students & Faculty,
I am delighted to welcome you to the sixth issue of our online journal of the English
Department at Beit-Berl College. I am filled with excitement, wonder, and anticipation
to welcome you to the 2015-16 academic year.
I’d like to extend my appreciation to our outstanding newspaper committee for their
hard work and effort in producing this fantastic edition: Ms. Margaret Porat, Dr. Daniel
Portman, Ms. Liraz Maor and Ms Lorelle Schubb. Special thank you goes to Ms. Porat, the chair of the committee for her commitment, dedication and inspiration!.
As we approach a new academic year, I am delighted to share with you updates
INSIDE THIS ISSUE

about the growth and development of our wonderful department:
Meaningful English Teaching and Learning at Beit-Berl
Over the past year we continued to develop our new digital learning environment:
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years ago and includes resources and links on all kinds of topics connected to language teaching and learning (e.g., reading, writing, assessment. Read more...

EDITORIAL

professionals. They report

our students can be

We are proud to present

about their experiences

described as “super” (men

this year’s issue,

with 21st century topics

or women), as they juggle

highlighting all of the

such as group learning and marriage, work, and

wonderful activities in our

technology in the

children in addition to their

community. You’ll read

classroom. Other authors

studies. Back on campus,

about the excitement of

ponder the educational

we learn about an

student teaching, in

contribution of project-

exchange student’s

particular the realization

based learning and

experience of feeling at

that teaching English

anthroposophic

home in Israel, unexpected

includes a great deal more frameworks. Outside of the things that can happen at a
than knowing English.
classroom, community
coffee stand, and the
Contributors have written
members are making a
hectic life of a student.
about the importance of

real difference through

observing seasoned

PUSH and Omez. Many of issue.

We hope you enjoy this

A Teacher Writes
Beit Berl — It’s Worth the Trip
Daniel Portman
I didn’t know that you’re teaching English teachers at Beit Berl! Isn’t that far away? It’s probably
inconvenient for you! So goes the response from my friends, family, and colleagues when they
hear that I began teaching at Beit Berl College this year. Yes, I answer. You’re absolutely right,
but look at what I get in return:
Enthusiasm. The teachers-to-be are keen to improve their English and teaching so that they can
be as professional as possible. Though the goal of my courses is to study writing, we find ourselves discussing other aspects of teaching such as the latest, coolest apps to quiz vocabulary
and helpful ways to approach the dreaded present perfect.
Diversity. Beit Berl is a special place in that nearly all walks of Israeli life are represented. This is
evident right away from its rich linguistic landscape - such as the languages of small talk throughout campus. Also, there’s diversity on a personal level. Through my students’ writing, I have gotten better acquainted with them: why they want to be teachers (“I used to play ‘school’ constantly
as a child”); their interests (ranging from fine art to rock ‘n roll), and issues they find important
(children’s nutrition and mental health).
Perseverance. For some students, especially mature ones, life is not a picnic. Many have left successful professions with the goal of “making a difference”. Yet, during this transition, life hasn’t
stopped Juggling spouses, children, and bills with schoolwork seems at times to bring them to the
edge, yet they somehow find a way to make it all happen.
Help. This one’s for my fellow faculty members and administration. Every question, no matter how
minor, has been answered with the courtesy of a venerated academic institution and the efficiency of a hi– tech company. A caring manner is contagious at Beit Berl, something that I hope that I’
ve “caught” as well.
All of this has made my first year at Beit Berl a truly enjoyable experience. Yes, getting to campus
is quite a schlep, but the great feeling that I have in class...and my reflections afterwards...make it
worth the trip.
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A Student Writes
Inspiration
Lisa Mousai
This poem is dedicated to the pupils at HaYovel Elementary School, Ra’anana.
Anticipation, fear!

To make a choice,

Can you handle this class?

Give them a pbl

Why are you here?

And hear their voice.

You start to ask.

You would be surprised

Will they listen to a word I say.

How much they know.
Just plant those seeds

Can you cope throughout the day?

And watch them grow.

Enter the class.
“Education is
the ability to
listen to almost
anything
without losing
your temper
or your selfconfidence.”
Robert Frost

Give a deep sigh.

I would like to thank

Get down to the task

My pupils this year.

And hope you get by.

Who have won my heart

Wait….

And become so dear.
They are the reason

When you look around

Why I’m determined to learn.

And see that face,

They are my Inspiration.

It is not just an image

Now it’s your turn!

Taking up space.
Look deep in their eyes.
They are just like you and me.
Young but wise,
Which sometimes, as teachers,
We fail to see.

Just reading an unseen
And giving a test.
Does that really tell you
Who’s the best?
When you give them a chance
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Volunteering
PUSHing on at Beit Berl
Pamela Peled

Many years ago I had a wonderful student with severe financial problems that were threatening
to end her promising career as a teacher even before it began. In conversation, I mentioned
her case to a generous friend; the next day he wired the money for her studies.
Over the years our donor has expanded the program, funding many future English teachers.
Our benefactor, himself once the recipient of a scholarship, is not satisfied with simply teaching
students the fine differences between "he is walking" and "he walks." He wants to make a real
difference in the lives of pupils. So, as part of the program, our students mentor other younger
students who are struggling at school.
“Education is
the ability to
listen to almost
anything
without losing
your temper
or your selfconfidence.”
Robert Frost

This year we are collaborating with PUSH – an organization that does just that – pushes pupils
to fulfil their potential by providing them with private, free lessons. Our scholarship recipients
now work with PUSH pupils – and the circle of giving expands.
When I was a little girl I acted in a school play about a woman who always cooked with onions.
Asked by a neighbor for the secret of her obvious contentment, she explained, ticking off the
reasons on her fingers as she spoke: "Onions make all food taste so good. Good food = happy husband. Happy husband = happy children. Happy children = happy home. Happy husband, happy children, happy home = happy me."
I think of this childhood character when I think of our donor who = the onions. Happy scholarship students = happy mentored pupils. Happy pupils = happy PUSH. Happy everyone = happy
society. Happy society = happy us.
Good for our donor, good for our students, good for the pupils and good for PUSH.
Here's to a long and productive future collaboration of us all.
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Volunteering
Being a Push Volunteer
By Ofira Barzilay
Let me introduce myself: My

tion is “to Push” forward strug- during the school year on the

name is Ofira and I have been gling children by tutoring them school premises. The tutoring
a “Push” volunteer for the last

within the framework of the

is given in all school subjects.

five months. In this article, I

public school system. Most of

Most of the Push volunteers

would like to tell you some-

the tutoring is given by adult

are not professional teachers,

thing about this amazing Push volunteers (just like me) who

but they tutor with a lot of love

Volunteering Association.

and care.

want to help disadvantaged

children to graduate from high Now you must be asking yourPush? Push is a voluntary non school with a complete matric- self how I became a Push
ulation certificate. The meet-profit association in Israel.
volunteer.
First things first, what is

The main goal of the associa-

ings take place every week

Read more...

My New English Friend
By Limor Gilam
I was 38 when I first met her.

ly enthusiastic about it! I

warm house. It was my first

She is a neighbor of mine but I thought that it could be a great time ever at the house of
hadn’t seen her until then. We

idea for me too! It could be

someone that old (I think she

spoke over the phone and we

good to be able to both prac-

is around 80 year old…). My

set a meeting at her house. All tice my English out of “school” grandparents passed away
my life I have had a certain

informally and without any

more than 15 years ago and

affection for old people. I al-

teacher’s judgment and to ful-

so I do not remember having

ways thought to myself that I

fill an old “dream” to have

such an experience.I really felt

would be happy to have

such a person in my life.

blessed at that moment having

known such a person.

I felt very comfortable and

the opportunity to have such

It all started at Beit Berl Col-

easy going and I really looked

quality time with such an old

lege, as part of a course

forward to meeting with her

woman, making her feel good

whose purpose is to upgrade

face to face. I met her a week

about herself and “wanted” by

our spoken English as teach-

ago after two telephone calls

a young (well not that young

ers i. One of my colleagues

that we had and it was really

but almost 50 years younger

started to meet every week

nice.

than her!)

with such a person who is a

I arrived at her small cozy and

Read more...

native speaker and I was real-
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A Mentor Teacher Writes
The Useful Fairytale
Vered Shay
English Coordinator
Hayovel Primary School, Raanana
What is a useful fairytale? That was the question asked by all of the visitors to the 5 th grade exhibition held at Hayovel Primary School in the city of Raanana on the 19th of June. Amongst
those who have an answer are Lisa Mousai, Elena Yugova, Yehudit Rahav and Marie Abel,
students of the English teacher training program. They know the answer because they were
part of the staff that assisted the 5th grade pupils. During half of the past school year, the students worked with the pupils to perfect their work for the exhibition and showcase the pupils'
learning process in a reflective project book.
At the exhibition, ten groups of pupils presented products that were influenced by the fairytale genre. This genre was investigated in an
authentic manner, which is the Project-Based
Learning (PBL) method of teaching. In my endeavors as an English teacher to find meaningful ways for teaching that encompass personal
learning styles and sustain the personal voice
of the pupils in their learning, I believe that PBL
is a possible answer.
As a method of teaching, PBL has been researched for its advantages. The research reveals
that learning while investigating real life problems of any subject matter that end up with an authentic product to be presented motivates the pupils into meaningful learning (Phyllis C. Blumenfeld, Elliot Soloway, Ronald W. Marx, Joseph S. Krajcik, Mark Guzdial & Annemarie Palincsar, (1991). Motivating Project-Based Learning: Sustaining the Doing, Supporting the Learning. Educational Psychologist, 369-398).
Read more...
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Conference
This year, we again held the annual Students’ Conference. The conference was organized by
Dvorah Bohak who, as usual, outdid herself. Thank you Dvorah. The students gave different
presentations at an extremely high level and the day was enjoyed by all. Here is the book of
abstracts and PowerPoint Presentations so that you can see the variety of presentations
delivered by the students. The conference has become a tradition which we hope will continue in the future.
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Exchange Student
An Exchange Student at Beit Berl
Hanna Harbeke
“Why did you choose to come

dent tutor Ya’ara. Now, nearly

saying or writing. Although all

to Israel?” is certainly the most two months later, I still enjoy

the lessons I am taking are

conventional question I have

the country so much. I did not

taught in English and nearly

been asked since I arrived

expect to feel at home here so

everybody I have met so far

here at Beit Berl. “Why not?” is quickly. The interest and open- knows English quite well,
the answer I became accus-

ness in who I am, as well as in

there would be less barriers if

tomed to. I began thinking

my home country, is over-

had some basic knowledge of

about spending one semester

whelming. To be truthful, I al-

Hebrew. I am glad that most

abroad after I returned from my ways thought that I should be

Israelis differ from Germans

one-year voluntary service in

vigilant and very sensible with

who fear speaking English if

the Cameroons and started

being a German in Israel due

they do not know the language

studying English teaching for

to our history. I never thought

really well.!

primary school as one of my

that people would be that

What I recognized so far is that

major subjects. It is recom-

friendly. I don’t hesitate to ask

having a good or bad time

mended to improve one’s Eng- questions about history as

abroad depends a lot on your

lish skills in an English speak-

well as the current political sit-

expectations. It is up to you

ing country. After taking a look

uation. This provides me with a whether you make your stay a

at my university’s college part- deeper understanding of the

great time or just a regular se-

ners, I was sure that Israel was country and its culture and

mester. I really hope that the

my best choice. It is a country I people and much more.. Un-

next few months are going to

had never been to although it

fortunately, I do not speak any

be as exciting and interesting

frequently appears on the

Hebrew, which can be a prob-

as the last ones. I am very

news and the cities are well

lem since I have no chance of

thankful for the help everyone

known because of the biblical

even guessing what people are has offered me.

places you read about in religion classes. I applied for a
place at Beit Berl College and
it feels as if, a minute later, I
was on the plane heading for
Israel. It was overwhelming to
leave wet and foggy Germany
and to arrive with sunshine and
the great welcome of my stu-
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Voices from the Field
A Shift at the Coffee Shop
Hadar Komem

A few months ago, one Tues-

a visit from some very special

dered a smelly tuna sandwich!

day, a friend and I did a shift

customers whose visits would

Read more...

together at the Elite coffee

be even more exciting than

shop at Beit Berl College. It

the running of the shop.

was our first shift alone and

A t 1 p.m., a customer showed

we were very nervous about it up – A very special customer,
because we knew the coffee

but we did not know it yet. He

shop owner truly trusted us to

was a tall, well-dressed man

close the shop at night all by

and he wore a pair of glasses

ourselves. Little did we know

that was perched on his nose.

that we were about to receive

tonic water. However, he or-

Being a Student Mom at Beit-Berl
Adi Inbar
Everywhere you look around

Just a few months ago, I be-

campus, you see pregnant

came a mom and, soon after

students and baby strollers.

giving birth, I had to go back

Other student moms leave

to study, which was my first

their children in schools,

big challenge, but definitely

Read more...

kindergartens or with a nanny. not my last. Little did I know
Each one of these women

that leaving my little baby for a

needs to face the outstanding

few hours every week would

challenge of motherhood while be the easiest of all the other
acquiring higher education, a

challenges that came along as

challenge that may be very

the semester continued.

Home

stressful.
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Voices from the Field
Meaningful Learning
Liraz Maor

Read more...

As a high-school English

I believe that everything we

learning can occur on a regular

teacher, who deals withvery

teach has to be connected

basis; this is why I've decided

smart and intelligent teens, I

somehow to the students' lives. to ask the students at the end

came across the following

We have to make them think,

of every lesson - "So what have

questions: "Why do we need to

raise their curiosity and show

you learned today? And how is

learn it?", "What can we do with them the added value of every
it?", "What is the point of this

lesson we teach. In other

and that?"

words, we have to create a

it connected to your life?"

situation, where meaningful

The Return of Super Women
Emily Ben Or
Many writers and researchers

physically fly and climb

for their incredible powers and

might consider the subject

buildings, but they are not that

multi-tasking abilities. Often,

ridiculous and fantastic, but I

far from being very similar to

they can't even explain to

think that Superwomen really

those women - between

themselves how they manage

do exist. In fact, there are more studying, raising kids,

to do it all. I think it has to do

of them than you think, and

maintaining a marriage, taking

with superpowers, and I wish

they are everywhere. In my

care of the house, bills, and

that there would be a class

class alone, I have recognized

food supply, being a taxi driver

that could teach us how to use

a few already, and I am sure I

and so on and I can extend

these powers correctly and

have not discovered them all

the list much longer. To

without harming ourselves or

yet.

manage juggling all the above

others because, like every

and to survive , real super

other power, you cannot

powers are needed.

overuse it and still remain sane

It is true that the model has
changed a bit since Wonder
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women nowadays cannot

always valued or appreciated

and alive.
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Voices from the Field
Never Stop Improving Yourself - How to
Become a More Positive Thinker
Ofek Udi

According to Buddhism, "we

out on the opportunities for

willingness and practice, you

are shaped by our thoughts,

ourselves.

will begin to see more evi-

we become what we think.

But, there is a solution to this

dence of change. I believe that

When the mind is pure, joy

ever- increasing problem,

making gradual small changes

follows like a shadow that nev- which is the power of positivity in your habits will create big
er leaves."
which means consciously mak- positive ripples down the road.
. Soon enough, you will look

Sometimes, life can be very

ing a decision to become a

challenging. With constant demands being placed on our

better, more positive version of back and be astonished at the
yourself that can and will trans- transformation you have made.

time, it can feel like life is hap-

form your everyday life.

pening to us, not for us. We

Furthermore, expanding your

can get caught up and allow

comfort zone is where growth
other people and events to run happens. With your continual
our day, sometimes missing

How to Study for the End of Semester Exams
Julia Bardov
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Whenever exams approach,

gestions that will enable you to

stressful situations that lead to

each student feels desperate

survive the semester break

bad results. It is clear that you

and starts to wonder what he

with excellent results.

will have to give up your free

or she has to do to survive this

The first suggestion is that, if

time constantly; however, you

period. In spite of the feeling of you organize your schedule
hopelessness and helplessproperly, half of the problems

will find out that all the sacrific-

ness, there is a light at the end

are behind you. If you plan

worthwhile when you see your

of the tunnel. This article will

your time wisely and stop pro-

grades.

provide you with useful sug-

crastinating, you will avoid the

Read more…..

es that you have made are
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Voices from the Field
“Being a college student is
not so easy”.
Kelly Maslaton
At first, I thought that being a

lege, I was happy and not wor-

The main thing that I want to

college student was just like

ried at all.

say is that not everything in life

being a high-school student.

“It would be easy for me”, that’s comes so easily.

I was definitely wrong!

what I thought.

If you really want to succeed in

I have always been a good

And that was my mistake!

life, whether it is at work, at

student, received good grades, As I was studying for the final

college, at home and so on,

and enjoyed my high school

exams, with full confidence in

you must remember that it

years.

myself, I really did not expect

takes time and a lot of effort in

Then came the Army (or, in my what was coming. Apparently it order to succeed .
case, National service), I was

was true, what they had told

I learned my lesson the hard

told by many people that I

me - it wasn’t easy at all, and I

way, but when you think about

should start thinking about

failed some of my exams.

it many good things can come

“what I want to do with my

That was kind of a shock for

out of this situation. I under-

life…”I finally made my deci-

me; I did not realize that it

stand now that hard work can

sion - to go to Beit Berl Col-

would be so hard.

pay off if you really want it to.

Why I Chose to Study Informal Education
Anni Lupu
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When I completed my military

knew that being a teacher was

ject”) is an organization that

service, I worked for eight

not the job I wanted.I saved

brings young Jews from all

months as a babysitter. It was-

some money and went travel-

over the world on a ten-day trip

n’t my first time with this kind of ing around South America for

around Israel. During those ten

job because I love children. It

eight months, not really think-

days, besides rediscovering

was around that time that I

ing about the future. While trav- Judaism, they meet young Is-

started thinking about universi- eling you want to “live the mo-

raelis who join the group. As a

ty - what did I want to study?

ment”. I spent the last two

soldier in the army, I joined

People around me said I

months of the trip in Brazil with

three of these groups.

should study education be-

my family and friends I met on

Read more...

cause it seemed that I would

a Taglit project. “Taglit” (also

be a great teacher. However, I

known as the “Birthright Pro-

Home

Voices from the Field
Make Changes in Your Life
Sabrin Al Unydi

How many times have you

This little change has more

better, for many reasons. One

rushed into making changes in

power than most people real-

effect of this slowness is that

your life — a habit change,

ize. It will help to learn any

you perfect the movements.

learning a new skill — only to

skill, from martial arts, to art or

Your body adapts, forming

have it flop?

to computer activities. It will

muscle memories that will last

It’s not just the New Year’s

help form habits that are long-

when (and if) you decide to

resolution syndrome — it hap-

lasting. Slowing down will help

speed up the movements.

pens too often at all times of

you become more effective

Read more…

the year, that we run out of

and ironically help you reach

steam or get discouraged and

your goals faster.If you’ve ever

give up.

tried T’ai Chi (or Taijiquan),

But here’s the secret:
go slowly.

famous for its series of slow
movements and poses, you’ve
felt the power of slow. The
slower you go in T’ai Chi, the

A Road to Omez
Neta Silberg
Happy classes are all alike,

It seems that happy classes

smaller and students are en-

every unhappy class is unhap-

are also different.

couraged to concentrate on a

py in its own way, to para-

As a part of my practical

limited number of subjects eve-

phrase the famous quote. But

course, I taught an ETGAR-

ry semester so that they have

what is a happy class? Is a

OMEZ class once a week on a

the best chance of achieving

happy class a class where eve- regular basis. The OMEZ prorybody participates, or is it a
gram offers various accommo-
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class where all students get

dations for at-risk youths to

good grades? Is it a class a

help them attain their high

teacher feels comfortable with,

school diploma with a full ma-

or one that offers a challenge?

triculation. The classes are

good grades.

Read more...
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Career Change
Why I Want to Become an English Teacher
Julie Feinberg
My story begins when I was a

the movie stars in Hollywood

ticipate in different group and

little kid. Ever since I can re-

(yes, I was very superficial as a drama activities in English,

member, I have always loved

child). I was fascinated by

which I enjoyed a lot. Then, I

the English language. On

those talented and beautiful

entered the 11th grade and one

many occasions, I found my-

figures on the screen and

of my goals was to get a hun-

self sitting in front of the televi-

dreamed how I could perhaps

dred percent grade on the Eng-

sion watching movies, series

one day become part of their

lish Matriculation exam. (This

and TV programs in English.

world. So, I used to sit for

unfortunately did not happen).

The main reason why I loved

hours in front of the television

Read more...

this language so much was

listening to English. As I grew

because of its connection to all older, my mom sent me to par-

I Work at the Anthrophosophical School in Shoham
Shani Meri
I work at the Anthroposophical period I started giving private

she works in an Anthro-

school at Shoham. I teach

phosophical school in Shoham

lessons in English – for some

English to third, fourth and fifth extra money, and one of the

now, and they need an Eng-

grades. This is my second

mothers whose children I

lish teacher there. That's how I

year teaching at the school

taught, recommended me for

started to work in my current

and my third year teaching at

a position as an English teach- school. Anthrophosophical

an Anthroposophical school,

er in a new . If you want to

school in Jaffa. Since I had

but if you had asked me a few

assess the children, you can

resigned from my job, I decid-

years ago ,I never would have give dictations, but you don’t

ed to go and check it out, and

guessed that this is what I

give them a grade. You just

I was surprised. This was the

would be doing.

write the grade for yourself.

first school I had seen where

I studied Economics and Com- The next year, my family and I the children actually sat quietly
munication at the University of moved to Hod Hasharon, and I and listened to their teacher.
Haifa, and I worked at the Tel

got a call from one of the

Read more...

Aviv stock exchange, but didn’ teachers who worked at the
t like it very much. During that school in Jaffa, saying that
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Career Change
Why I Decided to Teach English
Kiril Reznikovsky
When I was little, there were

lish. I was mainly looking for a

many things I wanted to do. I

good job. I went to school with- The project dragged on and on

wanted to be a writer, a teach-

out a general direction career-

and I did not enjoy the work.

er or a doctor. I used to watch

wise. Therefore, when I gradu-

So, I decided to make a

a lot of action movies. These

ated from high school, I was

change. I began researching

movies were in English. I used

left to decide what I wanted to

career options. I thought about

to dream to be a great warrior

do. At first I went with Biology. I law school, business school

or a politician. I loved the Eng-

was always good at it and en-

and even about becoming a

lish language and wanted to

joyed it at school. So, I went to

teacher.

live in an English-speaking

study it at the university.

Becoming a teacher seemed

country.

After completing my degree, I

liked a strange option to me.

As I grew older, I started to

realized that I did not really

Teachers in Israel are, at least

realize that that would probably want to be a biologist. Therenever happen. So, I changed

However, I was not satisfied.

from my point of view, under-

fore, again I was left to wonder paid and underappreciated.

my dreams. I started to want to what I was going to do in life. I

However, I remembered that I

be an English teacher. As I

took a year off and worked with always liked the English lan-

immigrated to Israel learning

my friend. He is a programmer

the Hebrew language and try-

and I have had some program- be teaching it would be fun.

ing to fit into the new society

ming experience. We devel-

took up most of my time.

oped a program for schools to

I started to forget about Eng-

make the schedule for their

guage and I thought that may-

Read more...

teachers.
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National Anthems
Nir Rotenberg

Songs and music can be unique ways of teaching English. They present real life situations.
They are fun and create interest. In the presentation at the conference, I tried to develop the
topic of songs and music and focus on a very specific genre of songs – National Anthems.
I do not see myself as an English teacher. I see myself as an educator and, as such, I try to
make my students as knowledgeable as possible.
It is very important to remember that we English teachers serve a significant role, not only as
teachers but as messengers and even delivery personnel of the English language, which is
the official language of 87 countries. In my opinion, we cannot ignore the fact that the English
language cannot be taught out of context. A language cannot exist on its own in an isolated
environment. The English language belongs to millions of people who have different cultures,
life styles, regimes etc. and the English language is a great efficient tool to convey to the students valuable information in various ways.
It is absolutely vital that, in today’s world, students get acquainted with the concept of anthems. I am not dismissing contemporary pop songs, but anthems possess something that
other songs do not. National anthems are songs that include a great deal of patriotism and
sentiments. Their lyrics usually symbolize beliefs, hopes and they share a great deal of national history, but more importantly they expand our knowledge and open our minds.
Read more…
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The Practice Week - a Personal Journey
Inbar Muler
My practice week was far be-

of becoming an educator.

good citizenship, art, Hebrew,

yond my expectations. I worked The practice week – it's about
very hard to prepare my lesbeing meaningful educators…

and special education classes.

sons and therefore, I was very

the opportunity to get the feel-

focused on their outcomes:
whether I would succeed in
getting the material across,
would the pupils be attentive,
and so forth. Very quickly I
came to realize that the added
value of this week is not just
about enhancing my English
teaching skills, but rather about

I am fortunate to be accompa-

This condensed week gave me

nied by Yael, an amazing men- ing of the school’s "rhythm"
and atmosphere; what goes on
tor teacher, from “Mamlachti
Alef”, an elementary school in

during the breaks in the teach-

Hod Hasharon - and Karen

er's room, the active role of the

Abel - a path-leading pedagogi- different people within the
cal advisor. During the practice school such as the principal,
week, I observed numerous

the counsellor and more.

non-English lessons including
Read more...

capturing the deepest essence

“After the Storm”
Yehudit Rahav
Most of the students who de-

enough and I dreaded the

cide to study education, do it

thought of standing in front of a problems that may arise, but

for several reasons. One of

class. But when you think

when the storm finally arrives,

those reasons is the benefits

about it, you can never truly be

you just try to get through as

that a teacher gets within this

prepared. Nothing, not even

safely as you can.

job. So it must be easy, you

the experiences and advice

Read more...

think.

from your fellow colleagues,

You had better think again!

can fully prepare you, especial-

When I first started my studies
at Beit Berl, I waited a year before starting the practicum. I felt
that my English was not good
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Practice week at Bartov School in Ra'anana
Annette Ganor
The Practice week finally ar-

clothes and, at the end of the

rived. I arrived on Sunday at

week, I prepared a task-based had difficulties were able to

the same school, the same

unit; pupils worked together in

take part in the learning task.

mentor teacher and the same

pairs and created their own

The pupils worked collabora-

class. But, this time, it felt dif-

catalogue.

tively, all participated and

ferent than the first day at Bartov School. I already knew
each one of the pupils in
class. But still, I was on my
own, and it felt challenging

The best part of teaching was
to see how my class enjoyed
my lessons. Working with collaboration has an important
value in class - pupils have an

and even those pupils who

were all on task. Their catalogues were beautiful and I felt
very happy and satisfied because I knew I had accomplished my aims and reached

and
at the sameFriend
time.
My exciting
New English
opportunity to reinforce the
IBy
prepared
lessons for a whole
Limor Gilam
material that has been learnt
unit; my unit topic was about

my goals.

I was 38 when I first met her.

time ever at the house of

ly enthusiastic about it! I

My Practice Week

Read more...

She is a neighbor of mine but I thought that it could be a great someone that old (I think she
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hadn’t seen her until then. We

idea for me too! It could be

is around 80 year old…). My

spoke over the phone and we

goodElla
to be Leizerovich
able to both prac-

grandparents passed away

set a meeting at her house. All tice my English out of “school”

more than 15 years ago and

my life I have had a certain

informally and without any

so I do not remember having

This
semester,
started Itoaldo
affection
for oldIpeople.

experience.
During this
how to say and
teacher’s judgment
and week,
to ful- I pils
suchknew
an experience.I
reallyread
felt

my
practice
teaching
at that
the I
ways
thought
to myself

taught
fourth
graders
a lovely
new at
words
I hadhaving
fill an old
“dream”
to have
such the
blessed
that that
moment

Lapid
would Elementary
be happy toSchool
have in

story
that in
dealt
with animals.
a person
my life.

taught
them. They
completely
the opportunity
to have
such

Hod
Hasharon.
The highlight
known
such a person.

From
lesson
to lesson,and
I felt
I felt very
comfortable

understood
quality time the
withcontents
such an of
oldthe

of
this
experience
It all
started
at Beitwas
Berlthe
Col-

that
pupils
easythe
going
andcooperated,
I really looked

story
andmaking
its main
message.
woman,
her
feel good

practice
weekof- aa course
whole week
lege, as part
during
I taught
almost
whose which
purpose
is to upgrade

participated,
and were
forward to meeting
withfocused
her
about
herself and “wanted” by
Read more...
mainly
theI frontal
of
face to on
face.
met herpart
a week
a young (well not that young

every
day. English as teachour spoken

the
They
showedcalls
inter- but almost 50 years younger
agolesson.
after two
telephone

ers
i. OneI of
mytaught
colleagues
Although
had
several
started
to
meet
every
week
lessons during the semester,

est
gaveand
correct
answers
thatand
we had
it was
really

with
suchevery
a person
is a
teaching
day who
was an
native
speaker
I was realinteresting
and and
challenging

with
me during
the lessons.
I
I arrived
at her small
cozy and

than her!)

that
nice.showed me that they were
could
thatItmost
of the
warm see
house.
was my
firstpu-
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My Reflection on the Practice Week
Vick Shabi
I want to share my impres-

class, but a different feeling.

like I was a part of the system.

sions from the practice week

Both, Annette, my classmate

It felt as if I had started to

and what I have learned from

and I taught a lesson and

make some difference, to

this special week.

stayed at school till 2 o'clock.

leave my impact on this great

At the end of the day, I felt a

system - a system of educa-

sense of satisfaction and

tion.

achievement. Even though I

Read more...

On Sunday, we arrived, as
usual at the Ami Assaf School
at Beit Berl. It felt different.
The same school, the same

only taught one lesson, it felt

My Reflection on the Practice Week
Elena Yugova
Ah, here it is - the practice

I taught the 6th grade during

tive speakers, there were

week at school! A few months

the practice week. In my class

some pupils that have prob-

of observations and attempts

there were 35 pupils. For me,

lems with reading.

to conduct parts of lessons

it was a new class. I had never Nevertheless, the majority of
taught them before. A week
students had a pretty good

have flown by and now, I will

have a whole week to stand in before the practice week, I
front of the class, and to con-

took the class list and dis-

duct lessons all on my own!

cussed the pupils with my

Moreover, I will be observed

mentor-teacher. I was interest-

and assessed by my col-

ed in everything about this

leagues and my pupils! These

class: What is the atmosphere

thoughts filled me with a sense in the class? What are the
of fear and excitement at the

knowledge of English.
I planned four lesson plans for
the practice week. My unit was
dedicated to the theme of
"Art".
Read more…

personal characteristics of my

same time and haunted me for future pupils? What is their
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two weeks before the practice

level of English? As a result of

week. Finally, on January the

the conversation, I found out

18th, it arrived - the practice

that the class is very heteroge-

week at school!

neous. Along with several na-
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My Way of Thinking Changed Completely
Moran Jacobson
My visit to Hof Ha-Sharon

ence is that every classroom

with the technology. Being an

Elementary school, Kfar

is equipped with a computer,

old fashioned, lecture-type of

Shmaryahu changed the way

screen and audio. The stu-

person; I couldn't see the

I think and view teaching. At

dents have little laptops to

point of having first grade stu-

first glance, the school looks

work with, and the school has dents carry laptops to class.

like every other elementary

a full time computer expert to

school. However, when I en-

help the teachers.

tered the school, I noticed that
the atmosphere is relaxed
and inviting. The big differ-

Read more...

I have to say that, at first
glance, I wasn't impressed

My Reflection on the Practice Week
Yehudit Ashkar
On Sunday, I was at Rabin

well.

School and I observed a few

During the practice week at

lessons of my colleagues. I

the Remez School, the Eng-

noticed different teaching

lish department was in charge

styles and a few thoughts

of a Tu Bishvat Project that

came to my mind during

included teaching new vocab-

these observations - What

ulary related to Tu Bishvat

could help me improve my

and writing the new words

teaching? What would I not

inside paper flowers and final-

do for sure? I also found my-

ly decorating the flowers. I

self in the middle of schedule

saw the same activity regard-

changes at the school and I

ing the project many times. I

realized how flexible one has

felt very happy to be part of

to be and how sometimes

this project and I felt satisfied

plans change and the lesson

that the project went well.

Read more...

plan has to be changed as
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American Cultural Center - Risa Levy

The U.S. Embassy supports a variety of programs and activities to promote quality English,
strengthen mutual understanding, and expose foreign audiences to American society, values,
and culture.
The Office of English Language Programs provides guidance on cultural enrichment activities,
academic expertise, advisory and consultative assistance, and material resources. In addition,
the Embassy oversees several exchange programs that bring American academics and specialists to Israel to conduct activities related to training, methodology, and curriculum development. Many local EL professionals are selected each year to participate in professional development and leadership exchange programs in the United States. For more information on some of
these programs and/or opportunities, please see the U.S. Embassy website:
http://israel.usembassy.gov/ac/english.html

NATIONAL TEACHER OF THE YEAR 2015
During her visit to Israel, the 2015 National Teacher of the Year, Shanna Peeples, showcased
the Best of American Teaching and the Importance of Teachers. Ms. Peeples delivered her
message to the Ministry of Education, schools, teachers, academic colleges, pre-service
teachers and EL counselors, and education inspectors. Ms. Peeples shared resources and best
practices with educators from throughout the country on the topics of: the importance of public
education, teaching for success, working with diverse learners, creating trust in the classroom,
and building a connection with each and every student. A great teacher is first and foremost a
learner, says Shanna, who moved her audiences when she spoke about basic kindness, and the
importance of building trust and creating a positive atmosphere in the classroom.
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Flipped Classroom by Dr. Melodie Rosenfeld

BEAR (Beit Berl Academic English)

ETNI (English Teachers’ Network Israel)
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CONGRATULATIONs
AWARD FOR

AWARDs FOR
EXCELLENCE
AND
DILIGENCE

EXCELLENCE
IN THE
PRACTICUM
Vick Shabi

Ran Vitner
Inbar Muller
Einav Siso Masuri
Hani Simpson
Galia Reisman
Lisa Mousai
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